
This week we have seen the Economic and Social Research Institute 
 (ESRI) release its latest Quarterly Economic Survey, in which the group
gave up-to-date economic projections for the rest of the year. The war in
Ukraine has driven the ESRI to revise upwards its inflation estimates for
this year, while also downgrading its growth forecast for the Irish
economy - an issue that most regions in Europe are now facing, leaving
the ECB with somewhat of a dilemma.
Inflation is now expected to hit a peak of 8.5% y/y during the summer,
with a 2022 average of 6.7% This compares to the ESRI's forecast back in
December for an average of 4% this year. 6.7% would be Ireland's highest
inflation rate since 1984. The institute warned that its latest set of
projections for our economy are highly uncertain, with big downside risks
due to the ongoing war. Ireland's economy is now estimated to grow in
2022 by 6.2% (versus December's 7% forecast), and by 5% (vs 7.1%) when
measured by Modified Domestic Demand. 
Despite this heightened level of uncertainty, the ESRI is still expecting
there to be a small surplus (€1.1b, or 0.2% GDP) in the public finances for
the first time in three years. Their arguably bigger concern lies around
inflation in Ireland. Disposable incomes are estimated to fall this year by
between 2-3% as wage increases are overtaken by surging prices.
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Market Moves

Equities: Eurozone equities are moving marginally lower this morning
after their roughly 1% push higher on Tuesday. The FTSE100 in London
is 0.35% stronger at the time of writing, after the region's beat of
inflation expectations earlier. The index is enjoying a relatively strong
bounce after the Ukraine-related sell-off. 
Asian equites moved higher overnight, the Japanese Nikkei225 was 3%
higher on the back of news regarding a new stimulus package. A big
turnaround in Chinese markets continues, the Hang Seng tech index is
up almost 40% from last week's lows.
Stocks in general have rallied over the past week as cash returns to the
beaten-up asset class, largely from bond markets as investors brace for
more central bank tightening to come. VIX at $23.60.
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Safe-havens: The US bond markets continue to suffer this week, driven by
higher energy prices which will ultimately lead to higher inflation around the
world for longer. The bond sell-off was accelerated by Jerome Powell's
hawkish comments on Monday. Markets are now pricing in for the Fed to
bring rates to between 2.25% and 2.50% by year-end. This would include two
50bp hikes and four regular 25bp hikes. Credit spreads on corporate debt are
widening - possibly indicating some slight market concerns about corporate
profitability over the coming years. 
At some point this year we may be presented with a 'buy' in the bond space,
as yields rise to acceptable levels. This is something we will continue to
monitor within our Investment Updates over the next few months.
The benchmark nominal US 10yr is yielding 2.37% this morning, German 10yr
equivalent at 0.47%.
Looking ahead: At noon on Wednesday we are due to hear from the Fed
Chair Powell and BOE Governor Bailey, both will speak at a virtual summit. The
UK is also expected to release its annual budget details at some stage today.
Tomorrow the Swiss National Bank will make its latest rate decision, and we
will see Services and Manufacturing PMIs for March from Europe and the US.

Currencies: The British Pound is slightly weaker today following the
strong inflation reading from the UK earlier this morning. The currency
is showing surprisingly little volatility, with traders possibly awaiting
comments from the BOE Governor Bailey later today. EUR/GBP up
0.15% to 0.832, GBP/USD down 0.25% to 1.323. The Japanese Yen
weakened overnight after the country's stimulus package news.

UK Inflation
The United Kingdom's CPI inflation result for the month of February came
in this morning at 6.2% y/y, versus consensus expectations for 6.0%, a 30-
year high for the region. Excluding energy price changes, UK inflation was
5.2% higher versus February 2021, ahead of analysts' forecasts for 5.0%.
The Office for National Statistics highlighted household energy bills and
petrol as the most significant drivers of inflation last month, the ONS
stating that consumer prices rose by 0.8% on a monthly basis - the
largest m/m increase the UK has seen since 2009.
Last week we saw the Bank of England forecast for inflation to peak above
8% during the second quarter, four times the central banks intended
target.


